2Q	RAG-TIME   AND   TANGO
the Great White Way performs its appointed function, as
the rural moth stoops dizzily towards the blaze. On this
stupendous roundabout deadbeats are transferred abruptly
from park benches to Park Avenue, while market fluctua-
tions maintain a corresponding service (in the opposite
direction) for steel-jawed Wall Street operators, barely
visible behind their ranged telephones and swathed, like
Laocoon and his unhappy offspring, in the devouring coils
that serpentine from the inexhaustible insides of their
impassive tape-machines. Opportunity visits young men
with firm, attractive profiles in the back bedrooms of
apartment-houses, and young ladies secure auditions at the
Metropolitan Opera House by singing artlessly over the
washing-up on summer evenings, while fascinated gunmen
pause in their occupations and even forgers stay their hands
to listen.
Vast, brilliant, and a little sinister . . „ movies and
magazines assisting, I knew the legend of New York.
What demented yokel evolved it on what ultimate prairie,
we may never learn. Perhaps, indeed, its origins were far
from rustic; and when we speculate about them, we may be
wrong to conclude, from post hick, propter hick. For
townsmen are often apt to dramatise themselves: it thrills
relations from the country. Besides, the greater number
of New Yorkers have not been townsmen long, It is,
perhaps, the only city in the world that has a peasant
population.
I knew the legend, though, and went towards it open-
eyed. But the return was empty-handed. For New York,
almost alone on the inhabited globe, seemed to have an
insufficient grasp of its own legend. Or perhaps it was
imperfectly rehearsed.
Something was there, of course—the big policemen
twirling clubs, the bright eyes in Baxter Street, the Tombs,
and streets that ran through echoing caverns under the
Elevated. The sky-signs flashed and rippled, and the
buildings soared up towards the day. But where was the

